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Dan Brown Headlines a Star-Studded Day
Dan Brown held a press conference at the Frankfurt Book Fair on Thursday to promote his new book, Origin.
More star authors, including Salman Rushdie and Mathias Énard, were also at the Fair to discuss their latest work.

FROM PUBLISHING PERSPECTIVES

From the Editor: Hopeful Realities
By Porter Anderson

F

rankfurt Thursday became a
day both for cheers and gritty
determination.
The Italian Publishers Association has announced a modest but
upward direction in sales trends
for the first eight months of the
year, and sales of Italian titles into
foreign markets (+11 percent).
In terms of determination, the
Turkish journalist Can Dündar told
the Frankfurter Buchmesse director, “If you believe in multiculturalism, Europe shouldn’t be a closed
club. It should open up . . . Isolating Turkey means supporting Erdoğan, not us.”
In reporting to the Business
Club on the partnership between
Wattpad and Hachette, publisher
Cécile Térouanne revealed that
she has exceeded the number of
books she expected to produce for
the francophone market.

Copyright Clearance Center’s
Michael Healy talked about the
billions of dollars the company has
collected over the years in copyright revenue, and how the annual
collection of those funds is “falling as pressure is placed on these
revenues” in various parts of the
world.
A weary perseverance was clear
in the comments of PEN Turkey
president Zeynep Oral and Singapore’s Edmund Wee. Both talked of
the importance of literary prizes’
independence from governmental
influence and of ways writers in
politically sensitive markets can be
bolstered by international awards.
“And I hope this won’t be misunderstood,” PEN’s Oral said, but
with Turkish authors winning
world recognition amid the Erdoğan administration’s oppressive
regime, “I’ll be just as happy when
Turkish writers aren’t winning so
many awards someday.” •

500th Table in the Literary
Agents & Scouts Center

This year’s Fair is celebrating a new “first.” The LitAg has reached 500 tables,
and the Fair marked the occasion by presenting the Massie & McQuilkin
agency—the lucky bookers of the landmark table—with a celebratory bottle
of Prosecco.

Today’s Event Highlights:
Friday, 13 October
SHOW DAILY
Publishing in Turkey Today
9:30 am to 10:30 am
Reading Zone of Independent
Publishers, Hall 4.1 D36
Publishers Müge Sökmen (Turkey)
and Christoph Links (Germany)
will discuss the publishing in Turkey, with a focus on freedom to
publish and the Turkish governments’s actions against its critics.

New Arabic Comics
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Weltempfang Stage, Hall 3.1 L25
Over the last decade, a new generation of contemporary Arabic
comic authors and artists have
reflected a spirit of freedom and
openness, but they also face a lack
of publishing and distribution infrastructure, as well as censorship.

Answers from a Robot
10:00 am to 10:30 am
ARTS+ Runway, Hall 4.1 P53
Tobias Danzer, CEO of NOX Robots, will discuss the impact, opportunities, and limits of artificial
intelligence on the creative and
cultural market.

Brazil: A Country on the Move
4:30 pm to 5:30 pm
Business Club, Hall 4.0
A presentation on innovative projects that are changing the way
that Brazilian companies produce,
print, sell, and promote books and
content.

Debate: For a Cultural Europe
in Action
10:00 am to 11:30 am
Guest of Honor Pavilion, Forum
Level 1
Part of the France Guest of Honor
program, francophone authors
Gwenaëlle Aubry and Luc Boltanski will debate about European
activists and artists.

Comic and Graphic Novel Tour
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Business Club, Hall 4.0 Foyer
Join this English-language guided
tour to meet top comic and graphic
novel publishers as well as exciting
newcomers at the Frankfurt Book
Fair. It will be followed by a comic
book reception in Hall 5.1.
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PUBLISHING IN UKRAINE

Ukrainian Publishers Look to Further Develop
Their Book Market and International Profile
With a bright, new stand design and a newly launched Ukrainian Book Institute, the country’s
publishers, authors, and cultural organizations want to make a bigger splash in Frankfurt.

Iryna Baturevych, Ukrainian book market consultant (left), and Anastasia Levkova, Deputy Director for
Development, Ukrainian Book Institute

By Olivia Snaije

N

early four years after the Euromaidan protests in November 2013 that led to the Ukrainian
revolution the following year,
statistics indicate that Ukraine is
weathering the economic crisis.
Developing its own book market has been a government policy,
and Ukraine’s stand at the Frankfurt Book Fair for the past several
years attests to that: sprawled over
100 square meters this year, it used
to measure 12 square meters. Advertising for Ukrainian literature
was apparent, and events were
scheduled over all five days. Dapper brochures on the Ukrainian
book market and Ukrainian writers
were widely available.
It was also a chance for the
newly created (2017) Ukrainian
Book Institute, an offshoot of the
Ukrainian Ministry of Culture, to
introduce itself to the international book industry. The Book
Institute was founded in order to
form a state policy for book fairs,
promote
Ukrainian
literature
abroad, and support the domestic
book market and promote reading.
News about the Ukrainian gov-

ernment’s ban on importing books
from Russia made headlines earlier this year, but both Anastasia
Levkova, Deputy Director for Development at the Ukrainian Book
Institute, and Iryna Baturevych,
an editor and book market consultant, agreed the ban was not
about censorship but about avoiding anti-Ukrainian propaganda in
Russian books that would spur inter-ethnic conflict.
“Some people thought we
shouldn’t ban books from Russia
because we don’t cover all subjects in Ukrainian books yet,” said
Levkova. “But our book market is
developing quickly, and soon we
will have all sectors covered.”
“It’s a chance to develop our
own market,” commented Baturevych. Smaller booksellers who
handpicked the best titles from
Russia have been affected by the
ban, she said, but they are now ordering more Ukrainian books.
Ninety percent of people
can read in both languages, said
Levkova, but more people, especially the younger generations,
speak Ukrainian, and even Russian-speaking parents are buying
their children Ukrainian-language

Yurii Rybachuk, Deputy Minister of Culture of Ukraine (left), and Tetjana Teren, Director, Ukrainian
Book Institute (right)

books.
Problems with Russian publishers and translation rights have
yet to be resolved, said Levkova,
explaining that Russian publishers
buy both Russian and Ukrainian
translation rights, and then either
don’t publish books in Ukrainian
or Ukraine-based subsidiaries of
larger Russian publishers print and
distribute the books.
However, “the bigger Ukraine
becomes as a player, the less foreign publishers will sell Ukrainian
rights to Russian publishers,” she
said.
“Since Maidan, interest in
books has been increasing,” said
Baturevych. “We are constantly
having discussions about book
design and covers, about translation, about the market. There is so
much demand, and the market is
having trouble following. Courses
about the industry are flourishing
and the sector is really dynamic.”
“The fact that our stand has
become so visible is the result of
our enthusiasm,” added Levkova.
“In 2015, a group of [book] people
said, ‘We don’t want to be small
with ugly books anymore.’ They
prepared a more conceptual stand

“The fact that
our stand has
become so visible
is the result of our
enthusiasm . . . our
image in Europe is
very important.”
—Anastasia Levkova,
Deputy Director for
Development at the
Ukrainian Book Institute

and brought writers who could
communicate in English. Certainly
we still have problems on a political level, but politicians understand that they have to answer a
demand coming from the public.
They understand that our image
in Europe is very important. Above
all, we want to fill the gaps that exist in our book market. New publishing houses are being created.
Quality books are our mission.” •
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NEWS FROM THE FAIR

Industry Talk: The Dynamics of Adapting Books to Film
By Olivia Snaije

W

ell-known
German
and
Dutch
film
directors,
screenwriters, authors, and producers gathered for an Industry
Talk on Thursday that focused on
the complex relationship between
these entities, and the challenge of
adapting books to film.
Moderated by film industry
veteran and producer Roshanak
Behesht Nedjad, Dutch author
and screenwriter Tamara Bos and
her father, producer Burny Bos,
discussed these challenges with
Dutch filmmaker Frans Weisz and
Swiss-German author and director Michel Bergmann.
For Tamara Bos, adapting a
book to a film is about “respecting
the original story so that you have
a sense of the novel. Why just take
the title of a book and not respect
the novel itself? Sometimes you

have to make smart changes because film is a different medium.”
How writers react to adaptations of their books “depends
on the novelist and whether they
know and love film.”
Her father added, “Sometimes
a writer doesn’t understand what
a film is. He sees it as his film,
but doesn’t realize other people
worked on it. You can always talk
with screenwriters because they
know, but with novelists it’s not
always easy. Sometimes you have
to be careful, and sometimes it can
be a bit brutal.”
Michel Bergmann took a pragmatic approach: “If you’re a novelist and give up your rights, then
they can do what they want with
the film. Sometimes it’s good, but
mostly it’s not so good.”
Tamara Bos agreed. “If you really love something, you shouldn’t
let it go.”

As a director who deals with
writers, Frans Weisz, who has
adapted books by Dutch author
Harry Mulisch, for example, recalls
Mulisch saying to him that his job
was to write the book and Weisz’s
to make the movie. Mulisch hoped
the movie would not be better
than the book, but as long as his
characters were respected and
kept alive, that was what was important to him.
“I really want to find the essence and soul of the book—this is
what it’s all about,” said Weisz.
Burny Bos explained why he
had started to adapt novels to film,
since it’s more complicated legally,
and more expensive. He wanted
to compete with Disney but didn’t
have the budget for marketing. He
decided to adapt books by famous
children’s book author Annie M.G.
Schmidt. Today, however, he finds
that stories are “not very intel-

lectual. Children don’t read books
anymore, so we buy fewer rights
and try to develop our own films.”
The problem for Dutch films
today remains the lack of finances
for marketing. All participants
agreed that competing with US
marketing was simply impossible
due to lack of funding. Partnerships with publishers are difficult
too because they are not used to
the kind of budget needed for film.
Bergmann added that it was
difficult for publishers to spend
money on “something that is not
tangible.”
As far as advice for writers,
producers, or publishers, Tamara
Bos said, “If you want to write, sit
down and write. If you want to be
a director, it’s much more difficult.
The biggest mistake I made when
I was younger was to say ‘yes’ to
projects I didn’t feel were good.”
Weisz said, “Don’t give up!” •

Catalan Publishers Reject Violence

Izaskun Arretxe, Head of Literature at the Institut Ramon Llul, and Montse Ayats Coromina, President
of the Catalan Publishers Association

By Roger Tagholm

A

n outright rejection of violence
was called for yesterday at the
Fair in a powerful statement from
Montse Ayats Coromina, President of the Associacio d’Editors
en Llengua Catalana (the Catalan
Publishers Association). She said:
“The lack of a response from the
Spanish government to the legitimate longings of Catalonia to
express itself in an agreed referendum gave rise to the events of
1 October” when the authorities
moved to prevent people voting.
“The Catalan people defended
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their right to vote in a peaceful
and democratic manner, and the
reaction of the Spanish police was
extremely repressive and violent,
leaving more than 800 people injured.”
The Catalan Publishers Association “wishes to express its
outright rejection of any form of
violence and, furthermore, to declare its trust in the strength of the
word as the sole tool for resolving
conflicts. If we devote ourselves to
the task of publishing, it is in large
measure because we share this
belief in the ability to take action
through non-violence, using ar-
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guments and ideas, never blows
and weapons. We hope that our
colleagues in the publishing world
around the globe will join us in
making this assertion that is both
ours and so universal.”
There are some 100 Spanish
publishers who publish either
solely in Catalan (approximately
45) or in Catalan and Spanish. Virtually all of them are based in Catalonia, but Izaskun Arretxe, head
of literature at the Institut Ramon
Llul which promotes Catalan literature abroad, said it was impossible to say where each of them
stood on independence. “Some

may be for, some may be against.
The Institute is a public body, and
we don’t have a political position.
We are against the violence that
has taken place, but regardless of
the political outcome we will promote Catalan literature.
“We appeal for people to have
sensitivity over the Catalan language, but this issue is about more
than language. It is about our way
of living—we want to decide how
our country is run. The national
government has been overruling
our local government.”
Anna Soler-Pont from the
Pontas Agency in Barcelona is a
passionate supporter of independence and says: “I think our company would perform even better.
We have a [Spanish] state with
laws quite against cultural policies
and against Catalan infrastructure
growth. We would be in a more
modern country in a few years. For
instance, there are already steps
done to have a strong Catalan law
to incentivize private investments
in culture, which is almost inexistent in Spain now. And yes, I’ve
been demonstrating since 2010
and have been on all the marches
this year.” •
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Uwe Behm of Messe Frankfurt greets Queen Mathilde of Belgium, watched
by Juergen Boos (Director, Frankfurt Book Fair) and Heinrich Riethmüller
(Chairman of the German Publishers and Booksellers Association).

Jürgen Brandt (Managing Director, ZS Verlag).

Congolese-French writer Alain Mabanckou talks to Barbara Wahlster of
Deutschland Radio Kultur at the Blue Sofa.

“Wikipedians” Lisa Hummel and Martin Kraft pose at their stand. Read more
about Wikipedia’s Frankfurt presence on page 8.

Ted Hill (MVB US), Ricardo Costa (Metabooks Brasil), and Ronald Schild (MVB)
at the Hot Spot Digital Innovation.

Burhan Sönmez (Turkish novelist), Can Dündar (Turkish journalist), Aslı
Erdoğan (Turkish writer and human rights activist), and Juergen Boos
(Frankfurt Book Fair director).
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PHOTOS FROM THE FAIR

Author Salman Rushdie appeared at the stand of his German publisher to promote his latest book, The Golden House. From left to right: Thomas Rathnow (Publisher,
Verlagsgruppe Random House), Salman Rushdie (author), Markus Dohle (CEO, Penguin Random House), Johannes Jacob ( Publishing Director, C. Bertelsmann),
Juergen Boos (Director, Frankfurt Book Fair), Dr. Frank Sambeth (CEO, Verlagsgruppe Random House).

At right, Kan Ninghui (Vice President, Shanghai Century Publishing Group),
talked about how foreign publishers can get to know the Chinese market,
with translation by Peng Lun (Publisher, Shanghai Quntao Culture & Media
Co.), on the left.

Mathias Énard prints a page on the replica Gutenberg Press in the Guest of
Honor pavilion while Gabriel de Montmollin looks on.

Chinese Winner of “The Little Nobel”
In April 2016, Cao Wenxuan became the first
Chinese author to win the prestigious Hans
Christian Andersen Prize, given to an author
and illustrator of children’s books. Speaking
at the Fair yesterday, he praised his father, a
schoolmaster at rural schools, “for not only
teaching me how to be a good person, but for
instilling in me a love of literature.”
He is at the Fair with Beijing’s Confucius
Institute which promotes Chinese culture
abroad. He grew up in poverty and is wellknown in China for his books set in 1950s and
1960s rural China.
“My home village was well known for its
poverty,” he wrote. “Day in and day out, my
family lived with deprivation.”
The Hans Christian Andersen Award is given
every other year by the International Board of
Books for Young People and recognizes lifelong
achievement. Its nickname is the Little Nobel.
—Roger Tagholm

Cao Wenxuan (left), winner of the 2017 Hans Christian Andersen Prize, with Jing Wei of the Confucius Institute
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DIGITAL PROJECTS

Writing Robot Churns out
‘Manifestos’ in ARTS+
By Mark Piesing

“S

ome roadies were passing
when we were installing the
robot and asked us, ‘What is it doing? Is it reading? Is it writing?’ ”
says Matthias Gommel, a member
of the German robotic artist group
robotlab, associated with the ZKM
Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe. “Then they said, ‘Well, this
is one more job that we don’t have
to do ourselves.’ ”
Robotlab is an artist group
founded in 2000. It explores the
relationship between humans and
machines through robot installations and performances.
Gommel and his fellow artists
chose to use industrial robots
rather than a more humanoid robot like the replicants in Blade
Runner because they are by far the
most common type of robot in the
world. “There are several million of
them hidden behind factory walls,
and most people have no idea what
it’s like to stand next to such a ma-

chine,” says Matthias Gommel.
Now in the ARTS+ area of the
Frankfurt Book Fair, you can see
one of robotlab’s installations
for yourself. But instead of doing
something like assemble cars, this
industrial robot writes eight-sentence manifestos.
It writes sentences like “Experience is related to grammar like
history to shape” or “There are two
types of readers, those using differences and those using sounds.”
It’s hard to tell if they are nonsense—or profound.
“In the manifesto installation,”
Gommel says, “the robot writes a
unique message on each sheet of
paper. The robot has an archive of
sentences and terms that an algorithm combines to create random
sentences.
“There is no semiotics involved. These sentences are random. Sometimes they make sense.
Sometimes they don’t. Sometimes
they are funny. Sometimes they
are deep,” says Gommel.

“The step of evaluating them is
on the human side.”
“We have been working with
KUKA industrial robots for seventeen years,” says Gommel. “However, we began by researching the
issues of robots. What are their
capabilities and their limitations?
“Then we started doing public
labs, where researchers and specialists from different fields could
give us their perspective on how
robots function.”
But for Gommel and the robotlab team, it’s also important to
study how humans interact with
their robot installations.
They are interested in “presenting robots as protagonists in
their own story. They stand on

their own. We don’t explain them.
We don’t stand by them. They just
do their production.
“In our installations, robots are
placed in roles that are usually
reserved for humans—roles that
involve creativity, inspiration, art,
and culture.”
People’s reactions vary a great
deal when they see the robot.
“They are initially attracted by
the idea that the robot moves like
there is some life or intelligence
behind it. Then they become curious when they see what the robot
has created.
“In the end, I like the idea that
people can take the manifestos
home with them to interfere—in a
way—with their everyday life.” •

What Brings Wikipedia to Frankfurt?
By Alastair Horne

V

Jakob (left) and Jens (right) at the Wikipedia stand: Hall 4.2 A58
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isitors to Hall 4.2 might be surprised to find among the academic and educational publishers
and tech companies a very lively
stand devoted to Wikipedia, full
of volunteers busily typing away.
What brings the world’s largest
online encyclopedia to the Frankfurt Book Fair?
Wikipedian Jens (the team only
use their first names) explains
that the original idea was to mark
France’s status as this year’s Guest
of Honor at the Fair by inviting
French and German Wikipedians
to translate pages into each other’s languages. “Then the Book Fair
offered us a stand, and we put all
this together in three and a half
weeks! We didn’t really know what
it meant to make a stand, so it was
quite an adventure, but it’s worked
out well.”
Wikipedians have actually been
visiting the fair individually for
years, taking photos of the writers

attending so their pictures can be
added to their entries on the site.
This year, over the five days of the
fair, around thirty volunteers will
be arriving not only from across
Germany, but also France, Switzerland, and Belgium, to edit articles, take photographs, and talk
about the site to passersby.
Jakob, another Wikipedian,
adds that the second reason
Wikipedia is here is to reach out
to publishers and educate them
about how they can best use the
site: how to edit pages for their authors and how to cite images taken
from the site.
“Publishers can come to the
stand and meet face-to-face with
us or set up a meeting after the
Fair,” he says, “and we’re also offering training workshops.”
The stand has already been visited by representatives from many
publishers and, buoyed by this
success, Jens hopes that next year
might see an official Wikimedia
Foundation presence at the Fair. •

NEWS FROM THE FAIR

Booksellers Conference: “Daytime, we’re a
bookstore; the evening, an event space”
By Alastair Horne

T

his year’s European and International Booksellers Federation (EIBF) conference promised “Creative and Innovative
Solutions,” and didn’t disappoint.
Keynote speaker Susanne König,
executive director of two independent Brooklyn bookstores and
winner of the Frankfurt Book Fair’s
US Bookseller’s Prize, spoke about
the recent revival of indie stores
in America, despite the continuing twin challenges of Amazon and
rent hikes. Several New York independent stores have even opened
second locations, encouraged by
initiatives like Small Business Saturday, which takes place each year
on the day after Black Friday and
encourages people to buy at their
local independent store rather
than a chain.
König suggested that the election of Trump has seen readers
visit bookstores in increasing
numbers, searching for books on

politics. Many stores have devoted table displays to books on
resistance. Social media, email
campaigns, personal curation, and
particularly regular and lively author events—often three or four
a week—also help drive footfall,
word-of-mouth, and sales. The
events run by König’s bookshops
are a vital part of their business
model: “Daytime, we’re a bookstore; the evening, an event space,”
she says. They’re often ambitious
and creative, moving away from
the traditional live reading formats
to bring together multiple authors,
comedians, food, and even the occasional DJ.
A panel session saw Pierre
Coursières, Kári Árting, and moderator Jane Streeter share “the
best things I have done in my
bookshop.” Coursières’s top tip
was engaging readers by giving
them a role within the bookshop.
He explained that his stores, Furet
du Nord based in northern France,
had formed a readers’ club to help

US bookseller Susanne König

select which books should be
promoted. Twenty readers were
chosen by booksellers in various
branches and added their expertise to that of the stores’ booksellers, recommending titles and even
taking part in the judging of a prize

for first novels. Árting, a bookseller
from the tiny Faroe Islands, talked
about a competition his store ran
to find the modern Faroese novel;
press coverage was extensive, and
the winning manuscript was published by a major publisher. •

Preview of the 2018 IPA Congress in New Delhi
Freedom to publish, fair use, and young readers are among the topics at the next IPA Congress.
By Porter Anderson

T

he International Publishers Association’s (IPA) biennial world
congress in February 2018 will take
place in New Delhi, India.
Publishing Perspectives had the
opportunity to get a preview of the
upcoming congress from the current IPA president Michiel Kolman,
a senior vice president with Elsevier in the Netherlands.
Publishing Perspectives: Can
you give us some background on
the IPA’s biennial congresses and
why these events are important?
Michiel Kolman: The IPA organizes the International Publishers
Congress every two years, on even
years, in cooperation with the IPA
member in the host country. The
first congress in 1896 marked the
birth of the IPA.
Some 121 years later, when pro-

fessionals everywhere find themselves working with their colleagues and peers remotely much
of the time, the congress offers a
fantastic moment in which publishers can meet face-to-face to
compare notes, network, and discuss [the] industry.
PP: What are some of the pressing issues that will be discussed at
the 2018 congress?
MK: Typically, the two core IPA
themes of Copyright and Freedom
to Publish are contextualized by
the location of the congress and
other prevailing trends of the time.
For instance, Turkey has been
big news all year, especially since
the closure of 30 publishing
houses following the failed coup.
This year’s IPA Prix Voltaire was
jointly won by two Turkish nominees—Turhan Günay and Evrensel
Publishing House—so we’re going

to bring them both to New Delhi
to talk about freedom to publish in
Turkey.
On the other hand, a large proportion of publishers’ concern
about copyright today centers
on the rise of “fair use” exceptions, particularly in education.
There are numerous governments
around the world undertaking reviews of their copyright legislation
with a view to introduce or expand
such exceptions, so naturally we’ll
be taking a close look at that subject too.
We’ll address young readers
with a deep dive into children’s
publishing, and the most technical
readers when we look at science
publishing and the question of
why its long-predicted disruption
hasn’t happened.
Innovation, which is of course
part of the answer here, will per-

vade the entire congress, and it’s
certainly central to a groundbreaking session about online
literature, where books meet the
smartphone.
What we have in 2018 that’s
totally new is a strong emphasis on social responsibility and
global solidarity, which will cover
the links between publishing and
the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals education—
particularly SDG4—by looking at
capacity-building for educational
publishers in the global south and
a broader discussion around globalization.
Then of course there are
various evergreen topics that
publishers always want to hear
about—such as collective rights
management, technology, reader
creation, and so on—to which we’ll
also give due focus. •
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FRANKFURT INVITATION PROGRAM

Global Views from Frankfurt’s Invitation Program
Ensuring access to the international market and diversity in Frankfurt, the Fair’s Invitaiton
Program brings small publishers from around the world together every October.
Khurelkhuu Dorjpalam

Interviews by Alastair Horne

T

he Frankfurt Book Fair’s annual
Invitation Program sponsors a
select group of some 20 independent publishers from Africa, the
Arab world, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America, and the
Caribbean to attend the Fair.
The goals of this program are to
ensure that small publishing companies from growing markets have
access to international opportunities and to broaden the diversity
of voices and perspectives at the
Frankfurt Book Fair.
Prior to the Fair, the Invitation Program group participates
in a multi-day seminar on international sales, rights, design, and
more. Frankfurt also organizes
networking and business opportunities for them during the Fair.
Funding for the program is
jointly provided by the Frankfurt
Book Fair and the German Federal
Foreign Office.
Publishing Perspectives interviewed two of the 2017 participants, and you can get to know
the entire group by visiting their
stands in Hall 5.1 A139-B122.

MONGOLIA:
Khurelkhuu Dorjpalam
Nepko Publishing
Publishing Perspectives: Which
publisher do you work for?
Khurelkhuu Dorjpalam: I work
for Nepko Publishing, based in
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.
Nepko Publishing is Mongolia’s
first publishing company, established in 2006. Since then we’ve
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become one of the best-known
and most prestigious companies
in the publishing sector of Mongolia. Many remarkable works have
been published in the Mongolian
language in collaboration with our
international partners such as Encyclopedia Britannica and National
Geographic in the US; Wissenmedia in Germany; Collins Cobuild
and Phaidon Press in Great Britain;
and QA in Canada.
Mongolia, a Central Asian country, has a rich heritage of ancient
nomadic history and culture. Our
country is one of the post-communist Soviet bloc countries and is
now struggling to create an “ideal”
democratic country with a capitalist economy.
PP: What are some of the key
issues you face in Mongolia?
KD: It’s a small market for book
publishers. Mongolia has a population of three million people and is
ranked as a lower-middle-income
economy by the World Bank.
What’s more, in recent years,
Mongolia has struggled with economic recession even though this
year’s economic growth reached
5.3 percent. This situation is affecting the purchasing power of
Mongolian customers and sales of
our publishing houses’ books.
I also admit that we don’t have
much contemporary fiction in the
market in general. As we believe
it’s our duty to introduce contemporary authors from different
countries, [Nepko] published a few
including Norwegian Wood by Haruki Murakami. But we’d like to introduce more to our readers.
PP: What do you hope to get
from attending Frankfurt?
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Mitia Osman

KD: I want to meet more publishers since we have little chance
to attend most book fairs because
of our remote location and financial strength.
One of the main purposes of attending this fair is to become more
familiar with publishing trends in
other parts of the world.
We also buy translation rights
of some international bestsellers
for Mongolian and, in exchange, I
hope to have a great opportunity
to introduce our own authors to
the international market.
Most importantly, I believe this
program will help our publishing
house get more exposure in the
international market.

BANGLADESH
Mitia Osman
Agamee Prakashani & Myurpankhi
Publishing Perspectives: Which
publisher do you work for and
which city are you based in?
Mitia Osman: I’m executive
director of Agamee Prakashani,
based in Dhaka. My father, Osman
Gani, established the company
in 1986, and he’s the proprietor.
I’ve also started my own venture,
Myurpankhi, a children’s book
publisher, which I founded in 2014.
PP: What do you hope to get
from attending Frankfurt?
MO: Every publisher wants to
participate in the Book Fair. As a
publisher from Bangladesh, I’m excited to be part of it.
I’ll certainly have an opportunity to explore many significant
areas including new ideas about
book design, branding, marketing,

and other essential topics.
I’m looking forward to learning
about the industry from a global
point of view, including what
trends people are interested in
and knowing about their strategies
and policies.
I also hope to learn how publishing industries can move forward in a fast-changing world. The
social aspect is also important for
me—I’m interested in making new
friends and learning from them.
PP: What are the key issues you
face in Bangladesh?
MO: Piracy and copyright violation are the major problems the
Bangladeshi publishing industry
faces. Books are copied and sold at
lower prices, a fact that poses a serious threat to legitimate publishers. In some cases, pirated books
even supplant and outsell original
books.
Another challenge that we encounter here in Bangladesh is the
lack of digital book publishing.
Books in digital formats are becoming increasingly popular day
by day, yet very few Bangladeshi
publishing houses have come up
with ebook purchase facilities. It’s
still very new here. That’s because,
once again, development is hampered by piracy, and the expectation that digital content is free. •

Invitation Program
Get-Together
Friday, 13 October
12:30 pm to 2:30 pm
Hall 5.1 A139-B122

PUBLISHING IN THE UAE

“New Vision” for Emirates Publishers Association

Mariam Al Obaidli

By Roger Tagholm

A

full survey of the publishing
industry in the United Arab
Emirates, plus the opening of a
“one-stop shop” to speed up the
process by which new publishers
can get registered or renew their

license, are among new initiatives
that the Emirates Publishers Association (EPA) is spearheading.
The moves are part of what the
EPA’s Marketing and Media Manager Mariam al Obaidli calls “a
new vision for the EPA” under the
leadership of its founder, Sheikha
Bodour, who was re-elected as
president in May. Obaidli says the
body, based in Sharjah in the Gulf,
wants to be more proactive and to
be the face of Emirati publishing,
both nationally and internationally. “This is not just our job, it’s
our duty—our country has been interested in books and culture from
Day One.”
The survey will be conducted
by phone and will seek to find out,
among other information, how
many titles are published in the
UAE in a year, what are the total
revenues, how many publishers
are there, and what is the gender

breakdown of the workforce.
The “one-stop shop” is to be
established in the EPA’s offices and
will merge the roles played by the
National Media Council, the Ministry of Culture, and the Department
of Economics. At the moment, new
publishers, or publishers renewing
their license, have to see all three
bodies and it is accepted that this
is a cumbersome process. It is
hoped that the new service will be
open before the end of the year.
Obaidli has a degree in media
communications and worked for
the office of Her Highness Sheikha
Jawaher al Qasimi and Dubai
Healthcare City before joining
the EPA in February this year. She
likes Arabic poetry and has also
recently read Elif Şafak’s The Forty
Rules of Love.
Here at the Fair, she is spreading the word about publishing in
the UAE. “Our members—we have

111 now—are interested in meeting
other international publishers, but
we’re also interested in making
connections with printers, designers, illustrators—a whole range of
areas across publishing.”
Just across the aisle from the
EPA, the Sharjah Book Authority
is whetting publishers’ appetites
for the grand opening of Sharjah
Publishing City next month. This
is the ambitious free-zone and
publishing hub whose emergence
has been closely watched. It’s a
typically bold move by the emirate
which, in just a few years, has become a familiar player on the international publishing scene.
At next month’s Sharjah International Book Fair—at which the
UK is “Country of Honor” as part
of the British Council’s UK-UAE
2017 year-long collaboration— delegates will get a chance to see it
firsthand. •

Food Meets Books Meets Culture
at Frankfurt’s Gourmet Gallery
By Mark Piesing

W

hen you arrive in the Gourmet Gallery, the first thing
you notice is the delicious smells
of cooking that waft out from
many of the stands in the gallery.
It is not surprising then that the
“area of indulgence,” as it’s called,
is one of the fastest-growing parts
of the Frankfurt Book Fair. Around
80 exhibitors from over 30 countries participate in the area built
around the live Show Kitchen.
If you can squeeze past the
crowds that surround the stage,
you can discover some of the
best cookbooks from around the
world—and of course, try some of
the food cooked from the recipes
in these books. For the third time,
the Frankfurt Book Fair has joined
forces with Gourmand International to organize the Gourmet
Gallery and to promote the international cookbook community.
Luckily, Publishing Perspectives
found an excuse to go to the Gourmet Gallery to taste some of the
food—and talk to the some of the

exhibitors there.
“The Confucius Institute is like
the German Goethe-Institut. It
is designed to promote Chinese
culture and language,” says Zhang
Huijun of the Confucious Institute
Headquarters, standing by the
stage where the “Noodle Master”
gives live demonstrations of Chinese cooking to packed crowds.
Cultural institutes like his typically run plays, book readings, or
language classes.
Why is the Confucius Institute
promoting food? “We think that
food is an essential part of Chinese
culture. In China, food is very regional—it is also like art. It’s like my
home, my food.”
In a stand with a great view
of the Show Kitchen is Turkish
economist, chef, award-winning
author, and former Miss Turkey,
Aslıhan Koruyan Sabancı. Her first
book, Gluten-Free Mediterranean
Gourmet Cuisine, won Best in The
World at Gourmand World Cookbook Awards in 2012. Her latest
book, Mediterranean Gourmet
Cuisine For Children is out now.

“My books are self-published,”
she says, “but in Turkey, my books
are on sale in shops. Overseas,
Amazon is our champion because
bookstores don’t like to take risks
on self-published books.”
Further along is the stand of
the government-backed Korean
Food Foundation, which works
with publishing houses in Korea
to print and distribute their cookbooks. The books are also available
in English—and Korean Food 101 is
available on Amazon.
“The reason why we are here
is to promote Korean food to the
world,” says Choi Eun Hae from
the Korean Food Foundation, who
had just finished up an interview
with upmarket publication Monocle. Sadly, there was none of their
distinctive fermented cuisine left.
“We also want to find a distributor for our cookbooks. It would
be hard to do so when you are in
Korea—but at Frankfurt, it should
be easier.”
So have you found a distributor? “Come on, give us a break. It’s
the first day,” she says laughing. •

Aslıhan Koruyan Sabancı

Kim Raehyun (left) and Choi Eun Hae (right)
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LITERARY INITIATIVES

Norway’s Next Steps as Frankfurt’s 2019 Guest of Honor

Halldór Guðmundsson
(Image: Baldur Kristjánsson)

By Marie Bilde

W

ith a grant of 30 million
kroner from the Norwegian
government—in addition to 13
million kroner from the country’s
book industry and funding from
private stakeholders—the budget
for Norway’s Guest of Honor project at the Frankfurt Book Fair 2019
will reach more than 50 million
kroner (US$6.8 million).
The backing means that the
project organizer, Norwegian Literature Abroad (NORLA), its di-

rector Margit Walsø, and her team
have the time and means to prepare a strong push for Norwegian
literature in the next two years.
Since March 1, Icelander Halldór Guðmundsson has been managing the Guest of Honor project
at NORLA. Guðmundsson knows
what it takes: he was project
leader when Iceland was Guest of
Honor in 2011.
Publishing Perspectives asked
him to catch us up on the planning
process.
Publishing Perspectives: How
far along are the plans for 2019?
Halldór Guðmundsson: It goes
without saying that our main goal
is to enhance the discoverability of
Norwegian literature.
This fall we’ll determine what
the main theme shall be, and we
shall decide what our logo will look
like. We’ll also launch a competition for the design of our stand.
We’ve established a program
called “New Voices” to promote
authors who recently have begun
to publish in Norway, but whose

works haven’t yet been translated
and sold to other markets.
PP: What other activities are already taking place?
HG: We invited around 60 international publishers to come
to Norway, where we introduced
them to contemporary Norwegian
authors and literature as well as to
the Norwegian book industry in
general. Most were from Germany,
but there were also UK- and USbased publishers among them.
Along the same lines, we’ve
raised the amount we plan to
spend on supporting German and
English translation in 2018 and
2019. We want as many Norwegian
authors as possible to be available
on the German and international
book markets in 2019.
The actual programming will be
the main task for us in 2018, where
we will also intensify our work
with the German press.
Closer to 2019, we’ll arrange a
special presentation of the Norwegian book industry for international publishers.

PP: What differences have you
noticed between the Icelandic
GoH project in 2011 and the 2019
Norwegian project?
HG: We worked on—and completed—the
Icelandic
project
during the financial crisis.
The GoH contract had only
just been signed when everything
collapsed in Iceland. Although we
were met with a large amount of
sympathy and assistance, we felt
we had to start everything from
scratch. It really was very difficult.
The Norwegian project originates from a much stronger position with a powerful book industry,
a steady political awareness, and
a strong literary culture in Norway. The challenges here are of a
different nature; our goals are to
increase awareness significantly,
and to optimize from an already
strong starting point. •

Beyond London: Publishers in North UK Band Together
The Northern Fiction Alliance is taking a stand in Frankfurt to promote its members titles and to
showcase the literary life north of the London metropolis.
Ra Page

By Mark Piesing

“W

e have a tradition of poetry presses–and university presses–in the North, but the
growth of fiction presses is something new,” says former journalist
Ra Page, the outspoken founder
and Editorial Manager of Manchester-based non-profit Comma
Press and now, founder of the
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Northern Fiction Alliance, a group
of publishing companies based in
northern UK.
The idea behind the Alliance is
to use the collective power of its
members to increase exposure for
their titles and authors both in the
UK and abroad.
“Now we have ten presses in
the Northern Fiction Alliance, and
others are waiting to join.”
This October, the Northern
Fiction Alliance will have its own
stand at the Frankfurt Book Fair
for the first time. This is a move
made possible by support from the
Arts Council England.
“We have banded together to
assert that right now there is a lot
more going on in publishing than
just what happens in London,” says
Page.
The growing number of fiction
presses in the North can’t be a coincidence. Why does Page think
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there has been such an increase?
“There are passionate, imaginative, and determined people who
want to set up their own presses,
but it’s just not viable in London if
you want to make ends meet.”
However, one of the significant
challenges facing Northern fiction
publishers is recognition in the
traditional media—and overcoming that challenge is one of the
reasons why the Northern Alliance
was formed.
“So much of the publishing industry revolves around London,”
Page says. “The national press is
very squeezed for space to cover
literary fiction, and the journalists
in London live next door to the
publishers. It is then hard for us to
get press within the mainstream
media.
“When the industry comes to
the London Book Fair, there is a
sense that London is book publish-

ing in the UK.”
However, there can be benefits
to working on the periphery of an
industry rather than in its core.
One major benefit the Northern
Fiction Alliance offers its members
the financial support they need to
participate in a variety of events,
with the aim of promoting their
titles and selling rights.
“With funding from the Arts
Council, we have been taking delegates to book fairs around the
world [Frankfurt, London, Book
Expo America] to raise awareness
of our distinct identity. We are also
raising awareness in the North of
the work that we do.
“We have been running roadshows across the North of England
with eight or nine authors or editors talking for five to ten minutes
about their work. The venues have
been packed. For the last roadshow we did, we sold 100 tickets.” •

STARTUPS AND DIGITAL PUBLISHING

Cédric Claquin

Adrien Piffaretti

Romain Biard

French Tech in Frankfurt: 3 Startups
Three startups from the French city of St. Étienne are exhibiting at the Hall 6.2 Hot Spot this
year, showcasing their latest innovations in media and design.
Interviews by Mark Piesing

T

his year, the City of Saint-Étienne in France has sponsored
several local startups to exhibit at
the Frankfurt Book Fair’s Hot Spot
Digital Innovation (Hall 6.2 D53).
Saint-Étienne is one of 13 cities accredited under the French
Tech Initiative, a nation-wide government project started in 2013.
Among its goals, French Tech aims
to support startups across France,
create more jobs, and attract foreign investment. In Saint-Étienne,
the French Tech project focuses
on design and manufacturing, with
12 startups participating so far.
Publishing Perspectives spoke
with three of these startups to
learn more about what they do and
what they they hope to accomplish
in Frankfurt this year.

1D Lab: Content streaming
1D Lab is a startup with a difference—so much so that its founders
call it a “smart-up.” Its 1D Touch
music-streaming app for independent music (“the forgotten 80
percent”) was launched four years
ago. At the time, it was designed
to be used mostly by visitors to libraries, museums, and other public services.
Today, video games, books, and
comics have been added to the
music streaming platform, creat-

ing what the company says is the
first multimedia streaming platform for independent content in
the world.
The app, largely aimed at
a French audience at the moment, has about 80,000 users in
France and is growing in Belgium
and Canada. It earned €600,000
(US$710,000) in fees last year—a
figure company principals say is
doubling every year.
“We’re aiming to provide something like 40 times the remuneration that a normal music streaming service would provide,” says
Cédric Claquin, director-general,
co-founder, and co-CEO of 1D
Lab. “We can’t solve the problem,
but we can prove that alternative
models exist.”
And 1D’s plans in Frankfurt?
“We’re starting to expand in
France, Belgium, and Canada, but
3,000 book titles is not enough,”
says Claquin. “So we’re looking for
publishers who could enhance our
existing catalogue. We also want to
meet potential partners.”

The Covar: Augmented reality
On the first day of the Frankfurt
Book Fair, a platform called “The
Covar” will launch to help trans-

form, say its developers, the integration in education of low-tech
paper books with cutting-edge,
high-tech augmented reality.
“The Covar is a platform that
transforms the threat from digital into an opportunity for paper
books,” says Adrien Piffaretti, CEO
of Avant-Goût Studios, the design
company behind The Covar.
“We needed to simplify the user
experience of using augmented
reality so we created The Covar
book cover and app.”
After opening a book, a reader
puts a tablet in front of it on The
Covar’s stand and places the rectangular plastic or cardboard frame
over the tablet screen. At the top
of the frame is a mirror that allows the tablet’s camera to view
the page of the book. The reader
then opens a dedicated app on the
tablet through which the camera
recognizes the pages and displays
the appropriate videos, images,
and interactive content to enrich
the reading experience.
At Frankfurt, says Piffaretti,
“we have to meet editors and build
partnerships with publishers.”
Sandra Altamore, who does
marketing for Avant-Goût, says,
“We’re using Kickstarter to raise
funds and print the first package
of books. We’re hoping to raise
€10,000 (US$11,790) to print 600

books. For now, we’ll distribute the
books directly, and at Frankfurt
we’ll search for a distributor.”

Strime: Video management
“To put it simply, Strime is a
free video project management
platform,” says Romain Biard, cofounder and CTO of Strime.
“Strime’s goal is to help video
producers and agencies communicate better with clients.”
Traditionally, a video producer
would post a video on a platform
like YouTube or Vimeo and then
share it with the client. They’d
then have to wait for a response
by email.
Strime does away with the use
of email. Instead, it allows a video
producer to share a production or
part of a project directly with a client, using a web app.
“Frankfurt is the reference
event in the industry,” Biard says.
“Moreover, with the development of digital books, video as a
medium is getting more and more
attention.
“We expect therefore that the
Buchmesse will help us better understand how a tool like Strime
can help traditional publishing
companies develop new offers.” •

Visit these startups at the Hot Spot Digital Innovation: Hall 6.2, D72
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GUEST OF HONOR

QUICK FACTS:
GEORGIA
HISTORY:
Georgia’s independent publishing sector is young, dating
from the Soviet Union’s collapse in the 1990s.
ASSOCIATION:
In 1998, the Georgian Publishers and Booksellers Association was founded.

The “Character” of Georgia is
Coming to Frankfurt in 2018
As Frankfurt’s 2018 Guest of Honor country, Georgia is already seeing
more translations of its literature in countries around the world.

COPYRIGHT:
Georgia became a member of
WTO in 2000 and accepted
the organization’s copyright
regulations.

Ehrengast Georgien

ISBN:
In Georgia, the National Parliamentary Library assigns
ISBNs to register all books
published in the country.
PUBLISHERS:
Based on market research
from 2015, approximately 100
publishing houses are registered in Georgia.
TITLE PRODUCTION:
Since 2013 the number of publications has been increasing
each year: the total number
of books published in 2013
was 1,363. By 2015 the number
reached 1,491, a nine-percent
increase.
PRINT RUNS:
Between 2013 and 2015, print
runs averaged 1,000 copies,
and that has held since 2013.
In the Georgian book market,
we have some large publishers too, whose print runs have
reached a maximum of 7,500
in 2013 and 2015.
E-BOOKSELLING:
As for digital publishing, nowadays there are two large and
relatively long-standing ebook stores operating in the
ebook market: saba.com.ge
and lit.ge.
TRANSLATIONS:
Between 2013 and 2016, 60
percent of titles presented by
online retailers were Georgian literature; 39 percent
were translated.
—Medea Metreveli
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Medea Metreveli (Image: David Khvedelidze)

By Carla Douglas

I

n 2018, Georgia will be the Frankfurt Book Fair Guest of Honor.
Publishing Perspectives has spoken
with Medea Metreveli, director of
both the Georgian National Book
Center and the Georgia Guest of
Honor project, to learn more about
the publishing industry in Georgia.
Publishing
Perspectives:
What can people expect to see
from Georgia’s Guest of Honor
program next year?
Medea Metreveli: Georgia
Made by Characters is our slogan.
In conceiving this project, one
thing we want to do is emphasize
our literature’s special identity,
which stems from the creation of
the unique Georgian alphabet and
the Georgian literary tradition.
One especially significant component of our presentation is going to be our response to the challenges set by the modern world. It’s
the response of a country as small
as ours—a country which wants to
share its historical and cultural experiences with the whole world.
PP: Can you tell us about some
of the events being planned?
MM: Our Ministry of Culture
and Monuments, together with the
Georgian National Book Center,
are the main coordinating bodies
for the program.
Up to 20 literary festivals in
German-speaking Europe will be
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hosting Georgian authors. And
we’re going to emphasize a variety
of perspectives using exhibitions,
performances, and film retrospectives. Our culture and literature
represent our secure independent
coexistence in the modern free
world among its free peoples.
PP: Are there events at Frankfurt this year that will involve the
Georgian delegation?
MM: This year’s Georgian literary program at Frankfurt Book Fair
will have a radically different concept from that of other years.
We’re planning a kind of literary marathon, in which Georgian
authors and critics, with German
moderators, will work in sequence,
talking about both classical Georgian literature and the most recent
and modern publications.
PP: Who from Georgia will be
coming to Frankfurt this year?
MM: A large delegation from
Georgia will attend the Buchmesse
and all our events. We’ll have on
hand members of the organizing
committee of Georgia Guest of
Honor as well as our minister of
culture, Mikheil Giorgadze. And
also, we’ll bring Georgian publishers, translators, and authors. We’re
happy that the 2017 Frankfurt
Guest of Honor France’s pavilion
will host the famous Georgian musician Katie Melua’s performance
during the handover ceremony on
Sunday (October 15).

PP: Are Georgian books finding
a good reception among international publishers?
MM: Thanks to the work of
the Georgian National Book Center and our ministry since 2010,
more than 200 books (60 works
in German-speaking countries) in
more than 25 languages have been
translated. In 2018, we expect this
number to double.
[And] essays and reviews of selected Georgian literary works are
being regularly published in German-speaking countries’ leading
reviews, such as Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Die Tageszeitung,
Süddeutsche Zeitung . . . and more.
PP: Is there translation funding
available for publishers interested
in Georgian titles?
MM: The translation program
of the Georgian National Book
Center is designed for foreign
publishing houses willing to translate and publish Georgian literature. [It] is known as Georgian
Literature in Foreign Translations.
Every year more than 100 applications come in from various
countries. The center has subsidies to cover the literary translation and printing costs. •

Georgia National
Stand:
Hall 5.0 B100

BOOK PRIZES

Sheikh Zayed Book Award and the
‘Cultural Renaissance’ in the Arab Region
By Hannah Johnson

T

he organizers of the Sheikh
Zayed Book Award see their
work as more than recognizing
great writing.
“The award seeks to play a big
role in the cultural renaissance in
the Arab regions,” says director
Mouza Al Shamsi.
The awards ceremony will take
place at the Abu Dhabi Book Fair
(April 25–May 1, 2018).
Under the Abu Dhabi Tourism
& Culture Authority (TCA), the
award was established in memory
of Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, founding president of the
United Arab Emirates and ruler of
Abu Dhabi. It honors writing that
“enriches Arab intellectual, cultural, literary, and social life” with
annual monetary awards of AED 7
million (US$1.9 million).
Publishing Perspectives: In
what ways are you looking to ex-

pand the award internationally?
Mouza Al Shamsi: International outreach has always been
one of the key objectives of the
Sheikh Zayed Book Award.
The award has been quite active
in participating in international
book fairs alongside our own cultural events. We have [been active] in many countries since the
award’s inception—for example,
the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, USA, and Russia, not to
mention the entire Arab World.
With the support of my team, I
am planning to build on the current successes towards further expansion of the Award’s reach.
We just came back from a literary seminar we held in London
in partnership with Banipal [Magazine of Modern Arab Literature].
PP: Does the Sheikh Zayed Book
Award offer translation funding?
MAS: We are currently in negotiations with interested publishers

to reach a win-win situation to ensure the titles are translated into
more than one language, while
raising the profile of the publisher
and providing monetary grants to
sustain the translation program
for years to come.
PP: Why do you think Abu
Dhabi is well-positioned to lead
this cultural renaissance?
MAS: Abu Dhabi is one of the
leading and fastest-growing diverse economies in the region with
a desire to build long-term development and attract investment in
the emirate’s future growth in order to build a strong, self-reliant
economy away from negative aspects of volatile oil revenues.
The government has given its
backing to make this cultural vision a reality. TCA has invested
significantly in projects like the
Sheikh Zayed Book Award and Kalima [Project for Translation].
PP: Despite these steps for-

ward, isn’t there still limited access
to books in the region?
MAS: The region still lacks
proper distribution networks and
many Arab countries suffer from
copyright issues.
But there is concerted effort
to increase the quality of the supply by encouraging and rewarding
writers with prizes like the Sheikh
Zayed Book Award.
Although 80 percent of the
UAE’s resident population comes
from more than 200 countries and
English tends to be the language of
choice, we believe Arabic is a rich
language that should be given the
opportunity to thrive. •

The Secret Life of a Man Booker Judge
Colin Thubron, a 2017 Man Booker Prize judge, offers an inside look at the selection process.
By Porter Anderson

W

hen the winner of the 2017
Man Booker Prize for Fiction is announced in London on
Tuesday (October 17), one of the
five people responsible for the
choice says that, “I was warned,
you know,” that being a Booker juror would consume the better part
of a year of his life.
“It’s 144 novels. But it’s quite
fascinating,” says Colin Thubron,
British author and 2017 Man
Booker Prize jury member, “to
have the opportunity for an entire
year to look at what’s supposedly
Colin Thubron

the best fiction published in the
English language in the States and
the UK. So I don’t regret it.”
At 78, he’s the author of some 16
travel-based, nonfiction cultural
studies and eight novels that frequently reflect his passion for discovery and travel.
And with today’s emphasis on
diversity in literary awards, how
consciously does a modern jury
work to strive for multicultural
balance in its choices of longlists,
shortlists, and winners?
Thubron says merit is all. “We
have to choose on the merits of
the material,” he says. “Otherwise
it would be impossible.”
But he says of himself and fellow jurors Lila Azam Zanganeh,
Sarah Hall, Tom Phillips, and chair
Baroness Lola Young: “What you
don’t know, because most of us
have a certain kind of background,
is whether we’ll be less open to the
kind of pacing or priorities that,
say, novels have from South Asia,

which were some strong contenders . . . And it’s that sort of thing—
the subconscious thing—that we
have to think about. Consciously,
there’s been absolutely no prioritizing of anything.”

Man Booker Prize for Fiction has
not yet been chosen.
“Very shortly before the announcement of the prize,” Thubron
says, “we’re kind of locked into a
room” to decide on the winner.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS: THE
JURY AT WORK
The process of working through
144 books—and making the longlist
selection of the 13 longlisted
“Booker dozen,” then the six shortlisted books—is one that takes
complete discipline from everyone
on the jury, Thubron says.
“It’s as you get down to the
longlist and then the shortlist. It
begins to be more hard fought and
toughly discussed. Inevitably, people have books they wish to be on
the shortlist. I certainly did have
one. And you just have to make the
compromise and the sacrifice” required to produce these slates.
But there’s still time for a filibuster. The winner of the 2017

WIN-WIN EXPERIENCE
If anything, Thubron says, one of
the most exhilarating parts of being a Booker juror is a kind of education that comes rom interaction
with fellow judges.
“Sometimes judges articulate
something you’ve felt about the
book but you haven’t quite realized
in yourself.”
Working as a Man Booker judge
is something Thubron sees as a
service rightfully performed for
what he believes is an immensely
important award program in the
English-speaking literary world.
“I wouldn’t like to see the Man
Booker disappear . . . the whole
discussion in the media, would
start to fall away.” •
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Events and exhibitions for
professional visitors this
Saturday & Sunday

WHAT TO SEE THIS WEEKEND:
EVENT

TIME / DATE

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

Guided Tours

Various times,
Sat. Oct 14

Starting point varies for
each tour

Led by experts, these topical tours take you to stands and
other locations at the Fair. Sign up at
www.book-fair.com/tours

International Convention
of University Presses

9:00-15:30,
Sat. Oct 14

Hall 4.2
Room Dimension

300 representatives from 22 countries discuss university
press publishing. Register:
www.book-fair.com/en/fbf/01537/index.html

EMMA Project

11:00-13:00,
Sat. Oct 14

Business Club,
Hall 4.0 Room Europa

Business lunch and workshop on a content management and
social media tool.

Young Professionals Day

11:00-16:00,
Sat. Oct 14

Hot Spot Publishing
Services, Hall 4.0 J25

Discussions and presentations on how to start your book
publishing career.

Business Club

All day, Sat. Oct 14

Hall 4.0 Foyer and Room
Europa

Find relevant networks and knowledge in these networking
sessions and stage presentations.

The Bigger Splash

Sat. 10:00-12:00,
Sun. 11:00-13:30,
Oct 14-15

Sat. Hall 6.2 D53
Sun. Hall 4.0 J37

A new conference for German and international book
marketers and communication professionals.
Register: www.book-fair.com/biggersplash

ARTS+

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 4.1 P53

An exhibition, stage, and business festival for professionals
from across creative industries.

Blogger Camp

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 4.2 A80

Experts from Berlin-based Blogfabrik offer workshops and
presentations on the skills needed in the digital sphere.

Forum Science and
Education

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 4.2 C96

Presentations and workshops on education and science,
including Science Busters and innovative teaching.

Gourmet Gallery

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 3.1 L99

Show kitchen and exhibition focused on cookbooks and all
things culinary.

Hot Spots

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Halls 4.0, 4.2, and 6.2

Tech-focused stands and stages where companies present new
and innovative ideas.

International Stage

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 5.1 A128

Discussions on international developments in literature and
cultural policy.

Orbanism Space

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 4.1 B91

A meeting space for digital media and culture, offering events,
discussions, and more.

Pop-Up Campus

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 4.2 N99

A varied program for university students on topics like
careers and learning techniques.

Self Publishing Area

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 3.0 K9

Stage and exhibition for authors and self-publishing service
providers to network and learn.

Weltempfang Stage

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 3.1 L25

International authors, intellectuals, and translators share
ideas about politics and literature.

Wikipedia — Live and
Behind the Scenes

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 4.2 A60

Watch international Wikipedia authors publish new articles
and translations during the German-French “Ediathon.”

World of Learning LAB

All day, Sat. & Sun.
Oct 14-15

Hall 4.2 N75

Interactive laboratory on the future of learning, with topics
including VR, adaptive learning, coding, fake news, and more.

